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@LouiseMensch

So @SethAbramson, two years ago this is what you said
on my exclusive on Trump Models: 
 
"Louise Mensch wrote today "Trump will go down for
human trafficking of minors". If that's not enough for an
unfollow, I don't know what is."

But after the #JeffreyEpstein charges, you've been miraculously convinced I was

right! 

 

'If that's not enough for an apology, I don't know what is.'  

 

Won't hold my breath - you still haven't said sorry for smearing my accurate FISA

scoop :)

PIMPOTUS - Trump Models and Russia's Human Traffickers -
EXCLUSIVE: Donald Trump's modeling company investigated for sex trafficking of
underage girls
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#PIMPOTUS

https://patribotics.blog/2017/08/15/pimpotus-trump-models-and-russias-human-traffick…

Brief update: rather than apologize, @SethAbramson has continued to defame me. I

have never said he was “a Kremlin agent”, or a spy. Believe me, Russia isn’t that

desperate.  

The only time “Seth” and “Kremin” appear on my feed, I’m rebuking Mike Flynn Jr

for lying about Seth Rich

And this tweet too is extraordinary defamation.  
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• • •

1. I have never been proven not to vet my sources. I vet them all and have never used

a source not known to me personally.  

 

2. There is a Marshal of the Supreme Court. I have never reported  

she arrested anyone, ever. 

 

Lastly...

I “shouldn’t have said, in 2017, that Trump was certain to be charged with sex

trafficking”. I literally never said this. Ever. Readers can post this into their twitter

search bars and hit “latest”  

 

from:louisemensch trump charged 

 

To verify themselves.

Seth Abramson owes me an apology. I didn’t expect one - that would require grace

and humility about being wrong, see his attacks on my FISA scoop - but I also didn’t

expect him to invent, with active malice, a bunch of nonsense I never said and

attribute it to me anyway. Ends.
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